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Colorectal Cancer
Kenneth W. Kinzler* and Bert Vogelstein*† that demonstrated tight linkage of the disease to mark-
ers on chromosome 5q21 (Bodmer et al., 1987; Leppert*The Johns Hopkins Oncology Center
†Howard Hughes Medical Institute et al., 1987). Following the path demarcated by germline
alterations in FAP patients and somatic alterations in424 North Bond Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21231 sporadic colorectal tumors, it became possible to iden-
tify the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene and to
prove that it caused FAP by demonstrating cosegrega-A large body of evidence supports the idea that accumu-
tion of mutant APC alleles in affected kindreds (Grodenlated genetic changes underlie the development of neo-
et al., 1991; Nishisho et al., 1991).plasia. This multistep process is well illustrated by colo-
rectal cancers, which typically develop over decades
and appear to require at least seven genetic events for Rate-Limiting Events in Tumorigenesis
completion. Even so, inheritance of a single altered gene Patients with germline mutations of APC do not neces-
can result in a marked predisposition to colorectal can- sarily develop colorectal cancer; they simply are at much
cer in two distinct syndromes, Familial Adenomatous greater risk to do so than the general population. In
Polyposis (FAP) and Hereditary Nonpolyposis Colo- order for tumors to form, additional genetic alterations
rectal Cancer (HNPCC). Recent evidence suggests that are apparently required. Thus, although FAP patients
the genetic defect in FAP affects the rate of tumor initia- each develop numerous colorectal tumors, only about
tion by targeting the gatekeeper function of the APC 1 of every 106 colorectal epithelial stem cells gives rise
gene. In contrast, the defect in HNPCC largely affects to such a tumor. Studies in humans with FAP, as well
tumor progression by targeting the genome guardian as in mice with analogous mutations of the murine ho-
function of DNA mismatch repair. Studies of these syn- molog of APC, have suggested that the rate-limiting
dromes have provided unique insights into both inher- step in tumor initiation is a somatic mutation of the wild-
ited and sporadic forms of human tumors. type APC allele inherited from the unaffected parent
(Ichii et al., 1992; Levy et al., 1994; Luongo et al., 1994).
The small fraction of colorectal epithelial stem cells thatIntroduction
become neoplastic is in reasonable accord with the lowAt least 50% of the Western population develops a colo-
rate of somatic mutation of APC expected in normalrectal tumor by the age of 70, and in about 1 in 10 of
colon cells. Thus, the study of FAP provides strong sup-these individuals, progression to malignancy ensues. As
port for the “two-hit” hypothesis of Knudson, originallya result, colorectal cancer is the second leading cause
proposed to explain the familial and nonfamilial inci-of cancer death in the United States and first when
dences of childhood tumors such as retinoblastoma andsmoking-related cancers are excluded (Parker et al.,
Wilms’ tumor (Knudson, 1993). The large numbers of1996). Epidemiological studies have suggested that at
tumors that can be analyzed at early stages in FAP haveleast 15% of colorectal cancers occur in dominantly
provided the kind of direct evidence supporting thisinherited patterns (Cannon-Albright et al., 1988; Houl-
hypothesis that is difficult to obtain in other tumor types.ston et al., 1992). The two best defined familial forms
are FAP and HNPCC. In the past five years, the genetic
bases for both of these syndromes have been discov- Phenotype Versus Genotype
ered, providing new insights into the nature of human Another general principle illustrated by FAP concerns
neoplasia. the complex relationship between genotype and pheno-
type. FAP patients do not develop uniform clinical fea-
tures, despite the fact that all have mutations of theFamilial Adenomatous Polyposis
FAP is an autosomal, dominantly inherited disease that same gene and virtually all mutations result in C-termi-
nally truncated proteins (Table 1). In some cases, theaffects about 1 in 7000 individuals. Patients with FAP
typically develop hundreds to thousands of colorectal difference in phenotype is due to the type of mutation.
For example, retinal lesions (congenital hypertrophy oftumors (called adenomas or adenomatous polyps) dur-
ing their second and third decades of life (Figure 1). the retinal pigment epithelium, called CHRPE) are asso-
ciated with truncating mutations between codons 463Although these benign tumors are not individually life-
threatening, their large numbers virtually guarantee that and 1387 (Figure 2) (Olschwang et al., 1993). Truncating
mutations between codons 1403 and 1578 are associ-some will progress to invasive lesions (called cancers
or carcinomas). Additionally, FAP patients often develop ated with increased extracolonic manifestations such
as desmoid tumors and mandibular lesions but patientsextracolonic manifestations, including retinal lesions,
osteomas, desmoids of the skin, and brain tumors. with such mutations lack CHRPE (Davies et al., 1995).
Likewise, colonic manifestations have been shown toAdenomatous polyposis was first observed in the mid-
18th century, and its inherited nature was already recog- vary with the position of the mutation. Truncating muta-
tions amino terminal to codon 157 are associated withnized by 1900. However, it wasn’t until the last decade
that its molecular pathogenesis was elucidated. The first an attenuated form of FAP in which patients develop a
relatively small number of polyps (Spirio et al., 1993).clue was a cytogenetically evident interstitial deletion
of chromosome 5q in a patient with polyposis (Herrera et Some studies have suggested that mutations between
codons 1250 and 1464 are associated with an increasedal., 1986). This observation stimulated molecular studies
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Figure 1. Examples of Colorectal Tumors
Arising in FAP and HNPCC Patients
The left panel is a small portion of the colon
from an FAP patient as viewed through the
colonoscope, illustrating the multiple benign
tumors (adenomas) characteristic of FAP
(arrows). The right panel shows a single can-
cer from an HNPCC patient after surgical re-
section.
number of colorectal tumors (Nagase and Nakamura, encodingsecreted phospholipase A2 (sPLA2) (MacPhee
et al., 1995).1993). On the other hand, patients with identical muta-
tions can develop dissimilar clinical features. For exam-
ple, some patients with identical truncating mutations
develop features of Gardner’s syndrome (mandibular Hereditary Versus Environment
The identification of MOM1 as a phospholipase-encod-osteomas and desmoid tumors) while others do not
(Nishisho et al., 1991). Similarly, only a small number ing gene provides an excellent example of how genetic
studies can lead to clues about the interaction betweenof patients within any kindred develop brain tumors,
hepatoblastomas, or thyroid cancers, even though there heredity and environment. As depicted in Figure 3, he-
reditary cancers clearly have a central genetic compo-is a clear predisposition to these tumors associated with
germline APC mutations (Giardiello, 1995; Hamilton et nent, but there are important differences between them
and classic genetic diseases such as cystic fibrosis andal., 1995). The complex relationship between genotype
and phenotype is also apparent in other hereditary can- muscular dystrophy. In the latter cases, the genetic al-
terations lead to disease in a straightforward and repro-cer predisposition syndromes, including those associ-
ated with breast cancer (Szabo and King, 1995). Whether ducible fashion. Certain forms of diabetes and athero-
sclerosis present a more complex scenario, in whichthese phenotypic differences result from environmental
influences or modifying genes is not known. disease severity is significantly influenced by diet and
metabolic interventions. Cancer is even more complex.Perhaps the most clear-cut example of the distinction
between phenotype and APC genotype is observed in Patients with germline mutations are predisposed to
cancer, but will not necessarily be afflicted with disease.MIN mice. These mice develop multiple intestinal adeno-
mas and have a truncating mutation of the murine APC Additional mutations are required, and the rate of muta-
tion can obviously be affected by environmental factors.gene (mAPC) at a position similar to that found in many
FAP patients (Su et al., 1992). Depending on the inbred In addition to affecting mutation rates, the diet may
affect other cellular processes, like apoptosis, whichmouse strain harboring this mutation, however, thenum-
ber of polyps varies significantly. Linkage analysis has could limit tumor initiation or progression (Bellamy et
al., 1995).demonstrated that a single locus (MOM1, for modifier
of MIN) on mouse chromosome 4 accounts for much of Epidemiologic studies strongly suggest that the diet
can influence colorectal cancer incidence (Giovannuccithis difference between strains (Dietrich et al., 1993).
Recently, the MOM1 gene has been identified as that and Willett, 1994). However, human diets are so complex
Table 1. APC Mutations in Colorectal Neoplasia
FAP Sporadic Adenomas Sporadic Cancers
Population incidence 1 in 7000 1 in 2 1 in 20
APC mutation prevalence .85%b .80%c .80%d
(Germline Mutations) (Somatic Mutations) (Somatic Mutations)
Nature of mutationsa
Truncating 96%e 89%f 98%g
Missense 4%e 11%f 2%g
a Based on APC mutations that could be precisely defined at the nucleotide level. For the purposes of this table, frameshift, nonsense, and
splice site mutations were considered ‘‘truncating’’.
b Based on 62 kindreds (Powell et al., 1993).
c Based on analysis of 12 colorectal polyps (Jen et al., 1994).
d Based on analysis of 23 colorectal cancer cell lines (Smith et al., 1993).
e Based on 174 mutations (summarized in Nagase and Nakamura, 1993).
f Based on 19 mutations (Miyoshi et al., 1992; Powell et al., 1992).
g Based on 56 mutations (Miyoshi et al., 1992; Powell et al., 1992).
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Figure 2. Functional and Pathogenic Proper-
ties of APC
Functional domains and sequence features:
amino-terminal residues 1 to 171 are suffi-
cient for oligomerization (Joslyn et al., 1993).
This oligomerization is thought to be medi-
ated by the heptad repeats indicated in pink
on the sequence features map. APC binds to
b-catenin through two motifs, the first com-
prising three 15 amino acid repeats indicated
in black on the sequence features map and
located between residues 1020 and 1169 (Ru-
binfeld et al., 1993; Su et al., 1993). A second
region, comprising “20 aa repeats” (indicated
in red on the sequence feature map and
within residues 1324 to 2075; Groden et al.,
1991) binds to b-catenin and also acts as substrate for GSK phosphorylation (Munemitsu et al., 1995; Rubinfeld et al., 1996). Phosphorylation
is thought to occur at SXXXS sites within the 20 aa repeats (Rubinfeld et al., 1996). When transiently overexpressed, full-length APC decorates
the microtubule cytoskeleton. The carboxyl terminus of APC is required for this association and residues 2130 to 2843 are sufficient (Munemitsu
et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1994). Two proteins have been shown to associate with the carboxyl terminus of APC. Residues 2560 to 2843 are
sufficient to bind EB1, a highly conserved 30 kDa protein of unknown function (Su et al., 1995). Residues 2771 to 2843 are sufficient to bind
DLG, a human homolog of the Drosophila Disc large tumor suppressor gene (Matsumine et al., 1996); the three carboxy-terminal residue motif
TXV (indicated in green on the sequence features map) probably mediates this binding. Expression of full-length APC in colorectal cancer
cell lines results in apoptosis, but the regions required for this activity have not been precisely defined (Morin et al., 1996). Residues 453 to
767 contain 7 copies of a repeat consensus found in the Drosophila segment polarity gene product armadillo, as indicated in turquoise and
residues 2200 to 2400 correspond to a basic region, indicated in blue (Groden et al., 1991).
Disease map: the location of truncating APC mutations has been shown to correlate with the extent of colonic and extra-colonic manifestations.
Truncating mutations prior to codon 157 are associated with a reduced number of colorectal polyps (Spirio et al., 1993) whereas the majority
of mutations are associated with more pronounced polyposis and occur between codon 169 and 1600 (Nagase and Nakamura, 1993). Mutation
in codons 463 to 1387 are associated with congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium (CHRPE) (Olschwang et al., 1993). Mutations
in codons 1403 to 1578 have been associated with Gardner’s Syndrome, in which an increased incidence of extra-colonic manifestation is
observed (Davies et al., 1995).
that it has been difficult to determine which dietary com- can prevent tumor formation and even cause regression
of existing colorectal tumors in both man and mouseponents are responsible for this modulation. The discov-
ery of MOM1 supports the idea that lipids are among (e.g., Giardiello et al., 1993; Boolbol et al., 1996). As
sulindac inhibits the cyclooxygenases that metabolizethe critical dietary components. The lipid content of
diets varies dramatically, perhaps explaining geo- the lipid arachidonic acid, it is possible that genetic
studies of MOM1, epidemiologic studies correlating co-graphic differences in colorectal cancer incidence and
the higher rate of colorectal cancer associated with diets lorectal cancer incidence with diet, and chemopreventa-
tive studies with NSAID are all linked through lipids,containing large amounts of red meat (Giovannucci and
Willett, 1994). Moreover, it has been shown that nonste- particularly arachidonic acid.
roidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) such as sulindac
Rare Syndromes, Common Cancers,
and Gatekeepers
Studies of relatively rare inherited cancer predisposition
syndromes like FAP have proved rewarding not only in
their own right but also because the genes identified
through such studies have been shown to play a role in
the more common “sporadic” (i.e., nonfamilial) cancers
of the same type (Table 1). For example, germline muta-
tions of the APC gene cause FAP, a syndrome that
accounts for <1% of colorectal cancers in the United
States. But once APC was discovered, it was found that
somatic mutations of APC occur in the great majority
of sporadic colorectal tumors (Miyoshi et al., 1992; Pow-
ell et al., 1992). In the latter cases, APC mutations occur
in single colonic epithelial cells, resulting in truncations
of the APC protein identical to those observed in FAP
patients.
Truncation of the APC gene may not be absolutely
required for colorectal tumorigenesis, as z15% of colo-
rectal cancers apparently synthesize only full-length
APC protein (Smith et al., 1993). Likewise, APC muta-Figure 3. Comparison of Genetic Diseases
tions do not appear to occur in all mutagen-inducedThree types of genetic diseases, of increasing complexity, are illus-
trated (see text). rodent colorectal tumors (Kakiuchi et al., 1995). Whether
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Figure 4. Histology of Normal and Neoplastic
Colonic Epithelium
The left panel shows a group of normal co-
lonic crypts in cross section. Note that the
epithelial cells are precisely lined up along
the basement membrane and that there is
great uniformity among the glands. The cen-
ter panel shows the morphology typical of
a hyperplastic lesion. Individual cells are
morphologically normal, but the increased
number of cells in the cryptspromotes crowding and mucosal folding, resulting in a saw-toothed appearance. The rightpanel shows morphology
typical of a dysplastic ACF or adenoma. Note the increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio, the lack of uniform architecture, and the many nuclei
that are no longer lined up along the basement membrane.
such tumors result from mutations of APC that are unde- have no physiologic effect. In contrast, the RAS protein
is expressed in normal colonic epithelium, and muta-tectable by standard methods or from mutations in other
genes that encode regulators or mediators of APC func- tions of RAS frequently occur in colonic tumors as they
progress (Vogelstein et al., 1988; Shibata et al., 1993).tion is an important area for future study.
How do APC mutations initiate colorectal tumorigene- So what happens if a mutation of RAS occurs in a normal
colonic epithelial cell? Interestingly, such mutations dosis? Of the 100,000 genes in the human nucleus, why
does mutation of one, and only one, gene lead to the not appear to lead to colorectal neoplasia (Jen et al.,
1994). Cells with RAS gene mutations are amazinglydevelopment of polyposis? And why do patients with
such inherited mutations not develop cancers in other common and form foci of hyperproliferating cells (Pret-
low et al., 1993). But these cells have a normal intracellu-organs, despite the fact that APC is ubiquitously ex-
pressed? We speculate that a single gene, APC, acts lar and intercellular organization, unlike the dysplastic
cells in the ACF-containing mutant APC genes (Figureas the “gatekeeper” of colonic epithelial cell proliferation
and that inactivation of this gatekeeper is required for 4) (Jen et al., 1994). Moreover, the hyperplastic cells
containing mutant RAS genes, unlike their dysplasticnet cellular proliferation. Normally, gatekeeper genes
are responsible for maintaining a constant cell number counterparts with mutant APC genes, have little or no
potential to form clinically important tumors and mayin renewing cell populations, ensuring that cells respond
appropriately to situationsrequiring netcell growth (e.g., eventually regress through apoptosis (Shpitz et al.,
1996).tissue damage). A mutation of the gatekeeper leads to
a permanent imbalance of cell division over cell death. These studies suggest that it is not simply the accu-
mulation of mutations, but rather it is also their order,Conversely, mutations of other genes in the presence
of a normal gatekeeper would not lead to a sustainable that determines the propensity for neoplasia, and that
only a subset of the genes which can affect cell growthgrowth perturbation.
Several observations areconsistent with this hypothe- can actually initiate the neoplastic process. Though APC
is expressed ubiquitously, it may function as the gate-sis. Inactivation of both alleles of the murine APC gene
occurs very early in mouse colon tumor development, keeper only in colorectal epithelium. In other cell types,
its function may be redundant or at least expendable,as demonstrated by their occurrence in lesions so small
that they can only be observed at the microscopic level and different gene products presumably perform the
gatekeeper role. Other potential gate-keepers include(Levy et al., 1994; Luongo et al., 1994). In the human,
too, complete APC inactivation has been found in the the NF1 gene in Schwann cells, the Rb gene in retinal
epithelial cells, and the VHL gene in kidney cells (re-earliest neoplastic lesions that can be examined (Jen et
al., 1994). Such lesions, called dysplastic aberrant crypt viewed in Knudson, 1993). Unfortunately, no gatekeeper
has yet been discovered for the cell types accountingfoci (ACF), are believed to be the precursors of ade-
nomas. for the great majority of human malignancies, including
those of the lung, breast, prostate, pancreas, brain, andWhat happens if mutations of other genes involved in
colorectal cancer occur before those of APC? Appar- bladder. Progress in understanding the pathogenesis of
these malignancies will in large part depend on identi-ently, such mutations do not efficiently initiate the neo-
plastic process. One example is provided by the tumor fying these gatekeepers.
suppressor p53, which is genetically altered in >80% of
colorectal cancers (Baker et al., 1990). Yet patients with Gatekeeper Mechanisms
How does APC exerts its gatekeeper effect? The APCgermline mutations of p53 do not develop polyposis and
in fact are not even at high risk to develop colorectal protein is apparently located at the basolateral mem-
brane in colorectal epithelial cells, with expression morecancer (Garber et al., 1991). Therefore, though it is clear
that p53 can play a role in colorectal tumorigenesis, it pronounced as cells migrate up through the crypt col-
umn (Smith et al., 1993; Miyashiro et al., 1995). Expres-is equally clear that it cannot initiate the process in a
fashion similar to APC. sion of wild-type APC in colorectal epithelial cells with
APC mutations results in apoptosis, suggesting thatIt might be argued that the p53 protein is not ex-
pressed in normal colorectal epithelium and is presum- APC may control the cell death process (Morin et al.,
1996). Abrogation of such a “death signal” could clearlyably not involved in controlling the normal balance be-
tween colonic cell birth and death. Therefore, a mutation alter the precise homeostatic balance required in re-
newing cell populations.of p53 in an otherwise normal colonic epithelial cell may
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The protein encoded by APC consists of 2843 amino
acids without strong similarities to proteins of known
function (Figure 2). The amino-terminal third of APC con-
tains several heptad repeats of the type that mediate
oligomerization by a coiled-coil structure (Joslyn et al.,
1993). These regions may mediate homo-oligomeriza-
tion between mutant and wild-type proteins, and could
theoretically cause a dominant negative effect, though
no such effect has been demonstrated biologically.
While the primary sequence of APC has provided few
insights into its function, the identification of proteins
that interact with APC has yielded tantalizing clues. Two
proteins that bind to the C-terminus of APC have been
identified. One of these is EB-1, a highly conserved 30
kDa protein of unknown function (Su et al., 1995). More
recently, the carboxy-terminal 72 residues of APC were
demonstrated to bind the human homolog of the Dro-
sophila tumor suppressor gene discs large (DLG) (Mat-
sumine et al., 1996). As virtually all APC mutations result
in the lossof the carboxyl terminus of APCprotein (Table
1A), these data suggest that DLG and/or EB1 may be
Figure 5. b-Catenin in the Wg and WNT Signaling Pathwaysessential for APC’s growth-controlling function. How-
The Drosophila and mouse Wg/WNT signaling pathways are dia-ever, the most telling insights to APC function come
grammed as summarized in Gumbiner, 1995, and extended by addi-from studies of the interaction between b-catenin and
tion of the Wg receptor fr2 (Bhanot et al., 1996) and the cateninAPC (Rubinfeld et al., 1993; Su et al., 1993). The central
associated transcription factors Tcf-3 and Lef-1 (Behrens et al.,
third of APC harbors two classes of b-catenin binding 1996; Molenaar et al., 1996). The biochemical attributes of the pro-
repeats, one of which is modulated by phosphorylation tein encoded by disheveled (dsh) is not known, and a Drosophila
(Figure 2) (Rubinfeld et al., 1996). Although many mutant homolog of APC has not yet been described. See text for further
details.APC proteins retain some b-catenin binding, virtually all
mutant APC proteins lack at least one type of b-catenin
binding repeat.
of HMG box transcription factors (Behrens et al., 1996;The b-catenin association links APC to two apparently
Molenaar et al., 1996). Taken together, the studies sug-disparate cellular processes. The first process is related
gest that APC could work in concert with ZW3/GSK3bto cellular adhesion. The catenins were originally identi-
to inhibit b-catenin-induced transcriptional activity. Thefied as cytoplasmic proteins that bind to cadherins, a
importance of this pathway in neoplasia is supportedfamily of calcium-dependent homophilic cell adhesion
by the ability of truncated b-catenin to transform cellsmolecules. Several studies have indicated that b-cat-
in culture (Whitehead et al., 1995) and the involvementenin is necessary for cadherin-mediated cell adhesion
of Wnt signaling in breast tumorigenesis in mice (Nusse(reviewed in Kemler, 1993). Given that binding of b-cat-
and Varmus, 1992). Given the size of APC, the biologicalenin to cadherins or to APC is mutually exclusive, it is
manifestations of APC inactivation and the number ofpossible that APC could modulate such adhesion as
proteins already known to associate with APC, it is likelypart of its gatekeeping function. APC could additionally
that APC functions to integrate signals from a varietyact as a downstream communicator of adhesion status,
of sources, transmitting them to the nucleus throughlinking cadherin-catenin complexes to other cellular
b-catenin/Tcf complexes.components.
One general lesson from both the armadillo/b-cateninThe second process involving b-catenin has been elu-
and DLG work is that basic research onthe developmentcidated via studies of the Wingless (Wg) and Wnt signal-
of invertebrates can illuminate pathways involved in hu-ing pathways in Drosophila and mouse, respectively
man tumorigenesis. If the complex signaling pathways(Figure 5). b-catenin and Armadillo (the Drosophila
mediating tumor suppressor gene functions are ever tohomolog of b-catenin) have been firmly implicated as
be understood, it is likely that the understanding will besignal transducers in these pathways (Gumbiner, 1995).
heavily indebted to the powerful experimental systemsThis link was strengthened by the observation that the
available in such eukaryotes. The studies of HNPCCAPC/b-catenin complex is physically associated with a
described below provide another example of how suchsecond member of this pathway, the ZW3/GSK3b pro-
basic research in nonhuman systems has proved pivotaltein kinase (Rubinfeld et al.,1996). This kinase was found
for unraveling the mechanisms underlying colorectalto promote b-catenin binding to APC, presumably by
neoplasia.phosphorylation of APC Class II binding sites (Figure
2). Epistasis evaluations in Drosophila suggest that Wg
Hereditary Nonpolyposis Colorectal Cancersignaling inhibits ZW3 function, and that active ZW3
HNPCC exemplifies the problems inherent in identifyingcan inhibit b-catenin signaling. Finally, recent studies in
the genetic components of diseases that are commonXenopus and mouse suggest that Wnt signaling ulti-
in the population. Similar challenges have been posedmately results in formation of a heteromeric complex
containing b-catenin and members of the Tcf/Lef family by breast cancer, melanomas, diabetes, and a variety of
Cell
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Table 2. MMR Genes in Colorectal Neoplasia
HNPCC Sporadic Adenomas Sporadic Cancers
Population incidence z1 in 500 1 in 2 1 in 20
MMR deficiency prevalencea .90% of kindredsc ,3%d 13%e
MMR gene mutations .70%f UNKNOWN z65% of CRC with MIg
hMSH2 45%f — 60%h
hMLH1 49%f — 35%h
hPMS2 6%f — 5%h
Nature of Mutationsb
Truncating 70%i — 55%h
Missense 30%i — 45%h
a As assessed by presence of microsatellite instability (MI).
b Based on MMR mutations that could be precisely defined at the nucleotide level. For the purposes of this table, frameshift, nonsense, and
splice site mutations as well as large intragenic deletions were considered ‘‘truncating.’’ Three basepair deletions were counted as missense
mutations.
c Based on analysis of colorectal tumors from 74 kindreds (Liu et al., 1996).
d Based on analysis of 46 adenomas (Young et al., 1993).
e Based on analysis of 273 colorectal cancers (Aaltonen et al., 1993; Ionov et al., 1993; Thibodeau et al., 1993).
f Based on 33 mutations in 47 kindreds. In addition, a hPMS1 mutation was identified in a single kindred (Liu et al., 1996).
g Based on 15 cases published as of September 1, 1996.
h Based on 20 somatic mutations published as of September 1, 1996.
i Based on 89 germline mutations published as of September 1, 1996.
psychiatric conditions. The confounding factors include The third clue was provided not by tumor biologists,
but by investigators studying replication fidelity in uni-chance clusterings mimicking familial forms of disease,
the influences of environmental factors (such as diet) cellular organisms (Strand et al., 1993). These investiga-
tors recognized that the microsatellite instability ob-on penetrance, genetic heterogeneity, and phenocopies
(individuals within afflicted families with the same dis- served in tumors was similar to that observed in bacteria
harboring mutations in mismatch repair (MMR) genesease but not sharing the causative mutation). In fact,
though HNPCC was suspected to be heritable over 80 such as mutS and mutL. Analogous experiments in yeast
showed that the microsatellites observed to be unstableyears ago, it remained obscure and understudied as a
result of these problems. It was only through the sus- in HNPCC patients were equally unstable in yeast with
defective MMR genes, and it was specifically hypothe-tained efforts of clinical epidemiologists in the last 20
years that HNPCC finally became recognized as a bona- sized that HNPCC was caused by hereditary mutations
of human homologs of mutS or mutL (Strand et al., 1993).fide hereditary disease (Lynch et al., 1996).
Within the last three years, substantial advances in These insights stimulated a search for such human ho-
mologs, resulting in the discovery of five human genesunderstanding the molecular pathogenesis of HNPCC
has been made as a result of three related lines of inves- likely to participate in MMR in addition to one serendipi-
tously discovered in 1989 (reviewed in Marra and Bo-tigation. The first was linkage analysis. Following exclu-
sion of candidate gene loci, large kindreds from North land, 1995). That a mutS homolog might be involved
in the form of HNPCC linked to chromosome 2 wasAmerica, Europe, and New Zealand were evaluated us-
ing microsatellite markers distributed throughout thege- suggested by the finding that one such homolog
(hMSH2) was located on chromosome 2p (Fishel et al.,nome. Tight linkage to either chromosome 2p16 or 3p21
was identified in individual families, providing unambig- 1993). Direct evidence that an MMR gene was involved
in the disease was provided by the identification ofuous evidence that HNPCC was a simple Mendelian
disease (Lindblom et al., 1993; Peltomaki et al., 1993). germline mutations of hMSH2 in HNPCC kindreds
(Leach et al., 1993). This was soon followed by the iden-The second clue was found during attempts to dem-
onstrate allelic losses with the 2p16 microsatellite mark- tification of mutations of mutL homologs in other
HNPCC kindreds. It is currently believed that mutationsers linked to HNPCC susceptibility (Aaltonen et al.,
1993). Such losses are often found associated with tu- in three human MMR genes (hMSH2, hMLH1, and
hPMS2) account for the great majority of HNPCC kin-mor suppressor loci. In HNPCC tumors, however, new
microsatellite alleles, not found in the patient’s normal dreds (Table 2).
Strong supporting evidence that mutS and mutLcells, were observed instead of the expected allelic
losses. These new alleles wereevident inevery dinucleo- genes played a role in HNPCC was provided by bio-
chemical experiments (Parsons et al., 1993; Umar ettide and trinucleotide repeat examined, suggesting a
genome-wide instability of the replication or repair of al., 1994). Extracts of tumors with MI were found to be
completely deficient in mismatch repair activity in vitro.simple repeated sequences. This form of instability was
similar to that first described in a subset of sporadic The nature of the biochemical defect suggested that
one of the initial stages of the MMR process, which(nonfamilial) colorectal cancers (Peinado et al., 1992;
Ionov et al., 1993; Thibodeau et al., 1993). Similarities involve mutS and mutL in bacteria, was defective (Figure
6). Finally, transfer of a human chromosome containingbetween certain biologic features of the sporadic and
hereditary tumors with microsatellite instability (MI) sug- the normal copy of hMLH1 into a human cancer cell line
with a mutant hMLH1 gene completely restored MMRgested that related mechanisms might be involved (Io-
nov et al., 1993). activity and reversed the MI (Koi et al., 1994).
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to be required. Are normal rates of mutation sufficiently
high to account for these accumulated mutations, or do
tumor cells have intrinsically high rates of mutation? This
question has been debated for years without resolution
(Loeb, 1991). The studies on HNPCC have provided a
definitive answer to this question at least in a subset of
cancers by demonstrating that mutation rates in tumor
cells with MMR deficiency are two to three orders of
magnitude higher than in normal cells (Bhattacharyya
et al., 1994; Shibata et al., 1994; Eshleman et al., 1995).
HNPCC accounts for 2%–4% of the total colorectal
cancers in the Western world (Lynch et al., 1996). Spo-
radic tumors with microsatellite instability account for
another 13% of the total colorectal cancers (Table 2),
but the molecular mechanisms underlying instability in
the sporadic cases are incompletely defined. Some of
them result from somatic mutations of the same MMR
genes causing HNPCC, while others have mutations of
GTBP or MSH3, mismatch repair genes rarely mutated
in HNPCC patients (Papadopoulos et al., 1995; Malkho-
syan et al., 1996) or in the proofreading domain of poly-
merase d (da Costa et al., 1995). In other colorectal
tumors with MI, no mutations of repair genes have been
identified (Liu et al., 1995).
The 85% of colorectal cancers that do not exhibit MI
also do not exhibit high rates of mutation in standard
assays (Bhattacharyya et al., 1994; Eshleman et al.,
Figure 6. MMR Gene Pathway in Human Cells 1995). However, each of these other tumors does in fact
have a large number of genetic alterations, character-(a and b) During the normal course of DNA replication, single base
mismatches may result from misincorporation by polymerases (not ized by losses of large chunks of chromosomes. These
shown)and larger mismatches mayresult from strand slippage (illus- losses result from mitotic recombination or aberrant mi-
trated in yellow). totic segregation of chromosomes. At the molecular
(c) The resulting mismatch is recognized by mutS homologs. In
level, colorectal cancers without MI lose an average ofhumans, optimal mismatch recognition is thought to require at least
at least 25% of randomly chosen alleles, while cancerstwo mutS homologs, MSH2 and GTBP. Another mutS homolog,
with MI often lose none (Aaltonen et al., 1993). At theMSH3, may substitute for GTBP in certain cases (Palombo et al.,
1996). cytogenetic level, these changes are reflected by aneu-
(d and e) MutL homologs are then recruited (d) to the complex and ploidy in the former cancers and euploidy in the cases
(e) the mismatch is repaired by a process that in bacteria involves with MI (Bocker et al., 1996). Teleologically, it would
an exonuclease, helicase II, DNA polymerase III, single-stranded thus seem that a cancer needs to develop only one
binding protein, and DNA ligase (Modrich, 1995).
type of instability and that gross chromosomal changes
provide little selective growth advantage to tumors with
Genetic Instability in Cancer mismatch repair deficiency and vice versa. It would also
The idea that multiple mutations are necessary for the seem that there are at least two ways for a tumor to
development of malignancy is now widely accepted and develop the multiple genetic alterations required for ma-
well illustrated by studies of colorectal cancer (Figure lignancy: subtle alterations due to the mismatch repair
7). As both alleles of each of the tumor suppressor genes deficiency occur in a minority of cases (those with MI),
indicated in the figure are inactivated during this pro- while gross chromosomal alterations occur in the ma-
jority.cess, at least seven independent genetic events appear
Figure 7. Genetic Changes Associated with
Colorectal Tumorigenesis
APC mutations initiate the neoplastic pro-
cess, and tumor progression results from mu-
tations in the other genes indicated. Patients
with FAP inherit APC mutations and develop
numerous dysplastic aberrant crypt foci
(ACF), some of which progress as they ac-
quire the other mutations indicated in the fig-
ure. The tumors from patients with HNPCC
go through a similar (Huang et al., 1996), though not identical (Markowitz et al., 1995), series of mutations; MMR deficiency speeds up this
process. K-RAS is an oncogene that requires only one genetic event for its activation. The other specific genes indicated are tumor suppressor
genes that require two genetic events (one in each allele) for their inactivation. Chromosome 18q21 may contain several different tumor
suppressor genes involved in colorectal neoplasia, with DCC, DPC4, and JV18–1 genes proposed as candidates. A variety of other genetic
alterations have each been described in a small fraction of advanced colorectal cancers. These may be responsible for the heterogeneity of
biologic and clinical properties observed among different cases.
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An important implication of these studies relates to MMR genes and devoid of MMR activitydevelop surpris-
the process of aneuploidy in general. Aneuploidy has ingly few tumors (e.g., Reitmair et al., 1996).
long been observed to be a hallmark of cancer cells. If humans or mice were continually exposed to muta-
But does aneuploidy simply reflect the numerous extra gens at doses sufficient to induce the grossly elevated
cell divisions, abnormal microenvironment, and altered rate of mutation observed in MMR-deficient cells, one
physical structure of the cancer cell, or does it represent would have expected a great number of tumors of many
a specific physiologic defect that is causally involved in different types. Why isn’t MMR deficiency as carcino-
tumorigenesis? Such distinctions between cause and genic as mutagen exposure? One possibility is that mu-
effect inproperties associated with cancer are extremely tagens are carcinogenic not only because they induce
difficult to resolve. The HNPCC work supports the hy- mutations, but also because they cause substantial cel-
pothesis that aneuploidy is causally related toneoplasia. lular death with consequent tissue regeneration (Ames
If aneuploidy were simply the consequence of the neo- and Gold, 1990; Cohen and Ellwein, 1990). We hypothe-
plastic factors described above, it should be found in size that in cells in which mutations of growth controlling
colorectal tumors with MMR deficiency as often as in genes occur, apoptosis results and prevents such cells
other colorectal tumors. from proliferating. Apoptosis has been shown to be a
Apart from differences in the type of genetic instability potent mechanism for killing cells receiving conflicting
in tumors with MI, other important distinguishing fea- growth stimulatory and inhibitory signals (Bellamy et al.,
tures of these tumors have been described. MI-con- 1995). In MMR-deficient cells, the apoptosis would serve
taining tumors have defects in HLA-locus genes, per- as a safeguard to prevent neoplasia. In regenerating
haps allowing them to evade the immune response that tissues, however, the apoptotic signals must be turned
might be expected to be generated by tumors with multi- off or the net cellular growth required for regeneration
ple, random mutations (Branch et al., 1995). Whether would be impossible. Mutations in growth-controlling
colorectal tumors without MI have similar alterations genes in this environment would therefore lead to the
in proteins participating in immune recognition is not initiation or progression of neoplasia, while in uninjured
known. In addition, colorectal tumors are generally in- cells, the same mutations would simply result in cell
sensitive to the growth-suppressing hormone TGFb. In death.
tumors with MI, this insensitivity is almost always due This argument is speculative but may help to explain
to frameshift mutations within a microsatellite sequence some puzzling observations relating diet to colorectal
embedded in the TGFb receptor II gene (Markowitz et cancer incidence. There is little question about the im-
al., 1995). In tumors without MI, mutations of this re- portance of diet in limiting colorectal cancer incidence in
ceptor have not been detected. Instead, the TGFb in- the Western world. It has been a reasonable assumption
sensitivity in some of these cases probably results that the dietary components responsible were muta-
from mutations of human MAD homologs that transmit gens. However, examination of mutational spectra in
growth-inhibitory signals from the TGFb receptors (Hahn colorectal cancers has provided little evidence to favor
et al., 1996; Riggins et al., 1996). specific mutagens as causative agents. The most char-
A small fraction of many tumor types, in addition to acteristic mutations observed in p53 and APC genes,
those of the colon, displaysome levelof MI (summarized for example, are C-to-T transitions at CG dinucleotides
in Dams et al., 1995). In most of these tumors, the insta-
(Harris and Hollstein, 1993). Such mutations are charac-
bility is considerably less pronounced than that ob-
teristic of endogenous processes leading to the hy-
served in colon tumors and is unlikely to be due to
drolytic deamination of methylated C residues in the
mismatch repair gene defects. A large fraction of these
absence of mutagen exposure. In contrast, the muta-
other types of tumors exhibit gross chromosomal
tional spectra in cancers of the skin, liver, and lung are
changes, but as in thecolon, the mechanismsunderlying
characteristic of DNA damage associated with specificsuch abnormalities are unknown, representing a major
environmental components (Harris and Hollstein, 1993).challenge for the future.
Thus, it is possible that the dietary factors which lead
to colorectal cancer are not mutagens, but rather irri-
tants that lead to tissue regeneration. Dietary fibers mayMutagens and Cancer
absorb these irritants, explaining part of their protectiveThe normal tissues from HNPCC patients do not gener-
effect (Giovannucci and Willett, 1994). This hypothesisally display genetic instability or a biochemical defect
is also consistent with the observation that the age ofin MMR. However, a few HNPCC patients have been
incidence of colorectal cancer appears to be decreasingidentified that display elevated rates of mutations in their
in HNPCC kindreds. The mutation rate in such MMR-phenotypically normal cells, accompanied by a bio-
deficient cancers is already extremely high, and it ischemically detectable deficit in MMR (Parsons et al.,
unlikely that dietary mutagens could increase this rate1995). This defect may be due to inheritance of a domi-
significantly. However, these diets may have becomenant negative mutation, whereas most MMR gene muta-
progressively more irritating to the bowel due to de-tions are null. The patients with such mutations are re-
creases in fiber and increases in other constituents overmarkably normal. In particular, while these patients
the course of the last century.develop colorectal cancers at an early age, similar to
that of other HNPCC patients, they do not display the
exponential increase in cancer incidence that would be
FAP Versus HNPCCpredicted if acquisition of several somatic mutations
Tumor evolution in the two inherited colorectal cancerwas the only rate-limiting step required for cancer devel-
opment. Similarly, mice with targeted disruptions of syndromes described above provide an illuminating
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immediate of these is improved diagnosis through ge-
netic testing. Though the genes involved are known,
development of practical methods for detecting germ-
line alterations is not a simple matter. The genes are
very large (APC) or multiple (MMR), and in both FAP and
HNPCC the mutations are heterogenous.
In FAP, the development of specific tests has been
facilitated by the knowledge that virtually all mutations
so far described result in truncations of the APC protein
through point mutations creating nonsense codons or
small insertions or deletions causing frameshifts (Table
1A). Simple tests to detect such truncating mutations
have been devised (Powell et al., 1993; van der Luijt et
al., 1994). These involve the amplification of the APC
transcript by RT–PCR and transcription and translation
of the PCR product in vitro. Electrophoresis of the prod-
ucts of the reactions directly reveals truncated products
when mutations exist. This assay detects mutations in
z85% of FAP kindreds. Similar tests reveal mutations
Figure 8. Comparison of the Development of Cancer in FAP and
in 50%-60% of HNPCC kindreds (Liu et al., 1996).HNPCC Patients
The remaining FAP and HNPCC kindreds present un-FAP results from an increased rate of tumor initiation due to abroga-
solved problems in diagnosis. Additionally, many indi-tion of the gatekeeper function of APC. In contrast, the mismatch
viduals have a family history of colorectal cancer thatrepair defect in HNPCC results in an enhanced rate of mutation that
greatly accelerates tumor progression but results in near normal does not meet the stringent criteria used to clinically
rates of tumor initiation. That the rate of tumor initiation is nearly define FAP and HNPCC. Most of these patients do not
normal in HNPCC patients is indicated by the fact that such patients have germline mutations of either APC or MMR genes,
do not have a greatly increased incidence of adenomas, in striking
but many are likely to wish to be tested for such muta-contrast to FAP patients (Lynch et al., 1996). But FAP and HNPCC
tions. Combined with the insensitivity of present assays,patients both develop colorectal cancers at a median age of 42
this suggests that only a small fraction of patients whoyears, suggesting that tumor progression is as rate-limiting for can-
cer formation as is tumor initiation. might be tested for germline mutations will actually ben-
efit from the test. In the remainder, the negative test
results cannot be interpreted unambiguously, as theycontrast (Figure 8). FAP is a disease caused by a faulty
could represent either the absence of mutation or thegatekeeper, APC. This defect allows thousands of be-
insensitivity of the assay. These arguments underscorenign tumors to form, but each of these tumors slowly
the need to develop more sensitive and cost-effectiveprogresses to malignancy, requiring the sequential ac-
tests for genetic diagnosis. They also underscore thecumulation of mutations in RAS, p53, etc. Because there
necessity of performing such tests under the supervisionare so many adenomas, however, at least some will
of trained genetic counselors who can accurately com-progress to cancer. The median age of cancer diagnosis
municate the implications of positive or negative tests inin untreated FAP patients is 42, 25 years earlier than
a socially, medically, and psychologically sound fashion.the median age of sporadic colorectal cancer patients.
What are the ethical implications of such genetic test-In HNPCC, adenomas form at approximately the same
ing? After all, neither HNPCC nor FAP is necessarilyrate as in the general population. However, the adenoma
lethal. Appropriate surveillanceand surgical interventioncell with the MMR deficiency acquires mutations at a
allows most patients to achieve normal life-spans,rate two to three orders of magnitude higher than in
though with significant morbidity. Should prenatal test-normal cells, and the resultant accumulation of muta-
ing for such nonlethal disease be permitted? Shouldtions in oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes leads
information on genetic susceptibility be communicatedto a rapid progression to malignancy. This accelerated
to employers, insurance companies, other family mem-rate of tumor progression is observed in mice with germ-
bers, prospective spouses? These questions aredifficultline mutations of the murine MSH2 gene as well as in
and not limited to hereditary colorectal cancer—thehumans with HNPCC (Lynch et al., 1996; Reitmair et al.,
identical issues are or will soon be faced with regards1996).
to breast cancers, melanomas, and a variety of otherInterestingly, cancer in HNPCC patients occurs at a
median age of 42, the same age as in FAP patients. common diseases with genetic components.
FAP can therefore be considered as a disease of tumor Despite these problems, the positive attributes of ge-
initiation and HNPCC one of tumor progression. Initia- netic testing for cancer susceptibility should not be un-
tion and progression are of course the cardinal features derestimated. Family members who have tested nega-
of malignancy. Many carcinogenesis studies have tive for the particular APC or MMR gene mutation
tended to focus on agents that initiate tumorigenesis. involved in their kindred will be spared the repeated
The studies on HNPCC suggest that agents which accel- medical and endoscopic examinations that would other-
erate progression can be at least as important. wise have to be done on every member of each family.
At least as importantly, such children and their parents
are spared the considerable anxiety associated with notClinical Implications
Knowledge of the hereditary bases of familial colorectal knowing whether they are affected. Surveillance can
then be concentrated on those who have inherited acancer has important implications for patients.The most
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adenomatous polyps and associated colorectal cancers. N. Engl.mutant gene. Periodic colonoscopies in HNPCC pa-
J. Med. 319, 533–537.tients should allow detection of tumors at early stages,
Cohen, S.M., and Ellwein, L.B. (1990). Cell proliferation in carcino-when they can be removed by simple surgical proce-
genesis. Science 249, 1007–1011.dures. In FAP patients, colectomies must now be per-
da Costa, L.T., Liu, B., El-Deiry, W., Hamilton, S.R., Kinzler, K.W.,formed to prevent colorectal cancer because there are
Vogelstein, B., Markowitz, S., Willson, J.K., de la Chapelle, A., Dow-so many benign tumors at risk for progression to ma-
ney, K.M., and So, A.G. (1995). Polymerase delta variants in RER
lignancy. However, in the future, chemopreventative colorectal tumours. Nat. Genet. 9, 10–11.
agents may inhibit the development of adenomas if they Dams, E., Van de Kelft, E.J., Martin, J.J., Verlooy, J., and Willems,
can be administered prior to or at the onset of neoplasia. P.J. (1995). Instability of microsatellites in human gliomas. Cancer
Indeed, as noted above, NSAID can shrink existing ade- Res. 55, 1547–1549.
nomas in FAP patients and inhibit adenoma formation Davies, D., Armstrong, J., Thakker, N., Horner, K., Guy, S., Clancy,
in MIN mice. T., Sloan, P., Blair, V., Dodd, C., and Warnes, T., et al. (1995). Severe
Gardner syndrome in families with mutations restricted to a specific
region of the APC gene. Am. J. Hum. Genet. 57, 1151–1158.
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